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Errata
The aluminum slurry experimentally evaluated contained 75% aluminum and
25% decalin by w.eight.
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ABSTRACT

The development of an analytical model for the ignition and combustion of
aluminum particles in a hydrocarbon carrier is presented together with the predicted length of cylindrical combustor required for the complete combustion of
selected slurry fuels containing aluminum povwders.
The results of the experimental investigation of the combustion efficiencies
of selected fuels, JP-4, JP-5, decalin, 70% tetralin-30% decalin, and 701% aluminum30% decalin, burned in a sudden dump combustor are presented and discussed.
Descriptions of two experimental combustor configurations and one flow visualization model combustor are given.
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Introduction:
The progress made during the period February 1, 1972, through
July 31,

1972, iill

be discussed under the phase designations presented

in th• First Seniannual Progress Report dated Sentember 14, 1970.

1-1here-

ever appropriate, additional phase designations have been added to cover
new sub.ject matter not defined originally.
sists of a discussion of three phases:

This report, therefore, con-

Phase I Development of the

Analytical [iodel of the Sudden Dump Ramjet Propulsion Syster.i; Phase II
Design of Combustors; and Phase III

Experimental Evaluation of Com-

bustors.

Phase I.

Development of the Analytical i1odel of the Sudden Dump
Ramjet Propulsion System.

I.A.

Diffuser - no activity.

I.B.

Stirred Reactor.

I.D.l

As was pointed out in Section B of Phase I of the

Fourth Semiannual Progress Report, (1)

an alternative to the stirred

reactor concept is the pcssibility of incorporating single particle combustion phenomena into a satisfactory combustion

io~el for the combustion

of clouds of particles as exist in a slurry fueled-air combustion system.
Consequently, the results of a survey of literature pertinent to the
combustion of aluminum particles was presented in Ref. 1. Pertinent

Nlumbers in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end
of each phase.
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data obtained fro., t.nu,

Oiterature survey has subsequently been incor-

9orated into the ' "elopment of a prelininarv analytical model for the
ignition and cormbustion of aluninum particles such as might be incorporated into slurried fu.

for use in an air breathingq ramjet engine.

Included are some coimputational r.sults of the m.iodel together uith an
internretation of these data in terns of ,ierequire(! length of the comhustion volume of a slurry fueled ramjet.
I.B.2.1

The Molel

The nodel is developeo, on the basis of the flovw syster
in Fig. I.,.l.

illustrated

The foll ',n. assumptions are incorporated:

(1)

Flot, is assumed to be steady and one-dimensional (floM.. properties are invariant ',ith time or across any cross-section
and the flo' area is constant).

(2)

The combustion chamber is assuaed to be adiabatic and isobaric.

(3)

The liquid (usually hydrocarbon) constituent of the fuel is
assumed to react completely to an initial equilibrium before
tse metal ignition process begins; station 1 refers to the
point at %-hicd initial equilibrium is complete, tjith the retal
particles still at their inlet teriperature.

(4)

At station 2 the netal narticles have been heated to their
specified i nition tenperature (or, if this is greater than
the nas temperature, to thermal equilibrium ,,ith the gas).
In case of the former, ignition occurs at this point.

(5)

Particle combustion occurs in the section beteen stations 2
and 3. It is assumd that all particles behave identically
throughout 'r,,th the innition and combustion processes, and
that they have reacted to the specified completeness at station
3.

Additional assumntions u.ill he riade and discussed as the requirement
for then becones evident.

The nrohlen not-, becomes one of determining

the values of various combustor narar,ieters (such as length and temperature) required for ignition and "efficient" co >,ustiorn of the metal

[I

K

3
parti,'les. The (1evelopnment ,,hich follo.;s is based on a fuel consisting
of decalin (deca'iydronanhthalene, CIOl1) ) and pow.cdered aluminum, but
is applicaFle to a variety of fueis tihen their thermal cher.mical property
values and comhustion characteristics are eriployed in the computer programs.
I.B.2.2

The Ignition Section

The section between stations 1 and 2 can be considered the ignition
section for the aluninum particles.

For the purpose of making a first

estimate of the residence tire and section length required for ignition,
it can be assumed that interparticular radiation heat exchange is unimportant to the ignition process; this is reasonable because the ignition
temperature for aluminum particles,

:;iich is approximately equal to the

reltinn-point temperature of aluminum oxide, seldom exceeds 2300 K. At
this tenperature the dominant mode of heat transfer to a particle is
conduction.

The relatively large air-fuel ratio needed for combustion

of the fuel, particularly the decalin, results in a rather sparse cloud
of aluminum narticles, ,1,!ich renders radiative exchange improbable.
It is also assumed that the temperature of the gas mixture in the
ignition section remains constant; that is, the mass fraction of aluminum
in the rixture is sufficiently lol, as to render negligible the amount of
heat lost by the gas durinn tile particle heating process.

It is found

that if the fuel contains a hioh percentage of aluminum, itith the resultant mass fraction increase heing exaggerated bit a decrease in the
amount of air required for reaction, this assumption becomes questionable.

For instance, if fuel .,hich is 70 per cent (by w.eight) aluminium

I
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is reacted %ith stoichiometric air to a tenperature of 2300 K, it is
found that as the particles heat up from an initial temperature of 300 K,
the gas temperature drops to around 2200 K; this becomes the final thermal equilibration temperature for the particles and the gas.

This devel-

opriient does not stronnly affect t'e tir.me required for equilibration, but
it can affect u-hether ignition occurs (2250 K); for instance, if the particles are assumed to ignite upon reaching this temoerature, neglecting
the gas temperature drop results in the prediction that ipnition tiill
occur.

iccounting for the drop in tenperature indicates that no ignition

occurs.

Thus the chief effect of this nhenomenon is to require somewhat

higher hydrocarbon combustion temperatures for ignition of aluminum-rich
fuels; the accuracy of the follouing residence-tine analysis is not
seriously affected.
Under these t,,o assumptions -- negligible radiation and constant
gas temperature -- a single-particle ignition model developed by Friedman
and 'iacek (Ref. 2) hecomes applicable.

It has heen established (Ref. 1)

that the dominant feiture of the particle ignition process is the melting
of an oxide layer surrounding a particle, and that det-rnination of the
iqnition delay time becomes a problem of heat transfer.

,3ecasue very

snall particles (diameter less than 10 microns) and thus very low, Reynolds
numbers are involved, the problem is essentially that of convection from
a stagnant gas; momentum transfer calculations, wihich indicate that
small particles undergo rapid velocity equilibration with a moving gas,
add credibility to this assumption.

Under these conditions, for a spheri-

cal particle of diameter d at uniform temperature T in a stagnant ambient

4'
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mediun of thermal conductivity k and tenperature Ta' the heat flux is
ailven by:
(1) q = 2rkd (T

-

T)

If this is equated to the heat absorption of a sphere of heat
capacity c, density p, and heat of fusion L at nelting ter:.iperature Tm
(933 K for MI), and the result is intenrated fron initial teriperature
T to irnnition teriperature Ti, the result can be rewritten in terms of
the ignition time t
(2)

t4 = (od 2/121)(c ln((T - T )/(T - Ti)) + L/(T - T ))
Ia
0
a
1a
roa

It will be noted that this predicts an ignition tine dependence
on the square of particle diameter; this is well correlated experimentally (Ref. 1).
Hith the ignition tire thus determined, the required length of the
ignition section can he established if the velocity of the pas in this
section is kno';n.

This velocity can be found using the continuity of

mass equation and the ideal gas la,! as follows:

The gas density can be

determined from the relation
(3)

p = 3/RT = P[I/RuT

i.,here p is the gas density, P is the system pressure (assumed constant),
R and Ru are the specific and universal gas constants, I!is the average
gas molar ,!eitiht, and T is the gas absolute tenperature; note that the
assumptions of no heat loss and nealinihle heat produced by reaction in
the ignition section result in the observation that T is constant throughout.

The gas velocity can then he determined from the expression:

6
(4) A

pAV, or V =-/pA

vhere m is the total mass flow. rate, A is the flo. cross-sectional area
(assumed constant), and V is the velocity.
Thus it is seen that the innition delay time and required ignition
section length can be estinated, if the follo.ing parameter values are
known:

Gas tenperature; particle ignition, initial, and meltirng tempera-

tures; particle heat of fusion, heat capacity, dianmeter, and density;
systen pressure, total reactant flowi rate, flow cross-sectional area,
and average gas molecular i.:einht.

Host of these values either have

been established (the narticle properties, for instance) or are specified by the configuration of the reactor and systen; the notable
exceptions are the gas thermal conductivity, temperature, and average
molar w.leight.

The thermal conductivity is estimated by considering

t'e gas nixture to be air (about 80 ner cent nitrogen and 20 per cent
oxygen) and averaging the thermal conductivities for these two. gases.
Determination of the tenperature and molar i;eight is performed using
equilibrium calculk

4ors:

it w'ill be recalled that equilibrium at

station I has bew, assumed and that negligible reaction occurs in the
ignition section.

Equilibrium calculations are performed by a computer

program written by IIASA researchers (Ref. 3).

I.B.2.3 The Conhustion Section
Particle combustion takes place in the section between stations 2
and 3.

Because of the reaction and heat release taking place, the mix-

velocity, temperature, composition, and other properties vary

A

1ww
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throughout the length of the section and a somwhat more sophisticated
approach is required for analysis of the combustion procesq than is the
case for ignition.
It has been determined (Ref. 1) that under proper conditions, aluminum is capable of burning in a

anor-phase diffusion flame, the fast-

est know.n particle combustion mechanism.

A diffusion flame generally

involves a burning-rate dependence upon the square of particle diameter,
which can he expressed as the familiar "d2 law":
(5)

d2 = d0 2 -_ t

where d is the particle diameter at elapsed time t, d0 is the initial
particle diameter, and $ is the so-called burning-rate constant.
An analysis of the prohlem of a spherical droplet burning in a
quiescent atmosphere has been performed by !lellor and Glassnan using
the Shvab-Zeldovich formulation of heterogeneous combustion, details
of i-hich are described in Ref. 4.

The results of this development

indicate that the burning-rate constant should be given by the following expression:

(6) 0 = (8k/p~iqcp) ln(l + B)
where k is an average thermal conductivity for the qas surrounding the
particle, pliq is the density of the nolten particle (since it is boiling,
it is assumed tn be above its melting temperature), cp is an average
gas specific heat, and B is the transfer number, a neasure of enthalpy
available to enthalpy required for fuel vaporization which is defined
in the follot.ting expression:

L•••,•m|• mmi

8
(7)

B=(c(P(Tc

S) -Yox0

c AllR/l)/(hvap + hliq)

w'here Tc is the temperature of the ambient medium, Ts is the particle
surface temperature, ,oxc is the ambient mass fraction of oxidizer,
AHR is the heat of reaction per unit mass of fuel, i' is the stoidhiometric coefficient (stoichiometric mass ratio of oxidizer to fuel),
and (hvap + hliq) is the enthalpy per unit mass required to bring the
fuel from its initial temperature to its boiling point and to vaporize
it.

Thus it can be seen that the burning-rate constant is expected

to depend upon (among other things) the concentration of ambient oxidizer and the ambient temperature.
Values of most of the parameters anpearing in Equations 6 and 7
are found tabulated or calculated with relative ease; notable exceptions are pliq and Ts.

The problem of evaluating the particle surface

temperature, which is knotn to be a function of the system pressure, is
handled by means of generating a third-order polynomial curve-fit based
on sur 'ace temperaturcs calculated by Brzustowski and Glassman (Ref. 5)
for three different pressures.

From values for Ts of 2400, 2800, and

3200 K at pressures of 1, 10, and 50 atmospheres, respectively, the following expression for Ts in degrees K in terms of P in atmospheres evolves:
(8)

3
2
Ts = 2324.0 + 79.14 P - 3.64 P + 0.04814 P

Ufilson and '!illiams (Ref. 6) used time-resolved photography to study
the surface regression rate of laser-ignited Al particles in oxygenargon atmospheres.

The data from their experiment included tabulations

of burnino-rate constants as functions of system pressure and ambient

I._
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FIG. 1.8.2. WIILSON AND WILLIAMS EXPERUIENTAL BURNING-RATE
COI1STAITS PLOTTED AS FUNlCTIONS OF Ul (1 + B)

oxidizer concentration.

If the oxidizer mole fractions are converted

to riass fractions and rquation 8 is used to estimate values of Ts, since

Tc is known (300 1-), the ''ilson and 'lilliams experinental conditions
can be converted into transfer nurhers by using Equation 7.

The meas-

ured burning-rate constants can then he plotted as functions of the
quantity ln(l + B); this plot is presented in Fig. I.1.2.

It must be
noted that only those burninq-rate constants which nertain to the "d2
law" (some of the data ias calculated on the basis of dI or d1 .5 las)
have been used.

The form of Equation 6 suggests that the curve in Fig.

I.B.2 should be a straight line; if such a line is drawn representatively
through the data points, the slope of this line represents the term
(8k/P

1

iqcp), and the problem of evaluating the liquid droplet density

has been effectively bypassed.

The expression chosen for use in this

particular model is:
(9)

a = 0.015 ln(l + B)

It should be pointed out that the constant 0.015 was evaluated for a
gas temperature of 300 K. That value nay be in error for a gas temperature of 2500 K.
Equations 3 through 7 and 9 can be used to describe the varying
gas velocities and narticle burning rates along the length of the combustion section provided that a "eans can be devised of accounting for
variations of the main parameters upon which these equations depend.
This is done using a linearization technique to interpolate for values
of these parameters betw',een their predetermined "end values".

Laibe inqeto
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and ambient oxidizer mass fraction.

Since equilibrium prevails at

stations 2 and 3, the thermochemical equilibrium program previously
mentioned can be used to establish the values of these three n.ranmeters
at these tk,!o stations.

Their values at any intermediate point during

the combustion process are then irterpolated linearly betueen these
"initial" and "final" values, ,dith the interpolation parameter being
the reaction completeness at that point.

For this purpose the reaction

completeness is defined in terms of the fraction of the total amount
of Al uihich has reacted; it is given by:
(10)

F

(d/d 0 ) 3

u'here Fc is the fraction of Al consumL.] and d and d
ous atid initial particle diameter, respectively.

are the instantane-

At any point, the

value of one of the three parameters is given by an expression of the
form (using ambient oxidizer mass fraction as an example):
(11)

Yox,c = Yox,c,2 + Fc (Yox,c,3

-

Yox,c,2)

,ihere the subsc'ipts 2 and 3 denote stations 2 and 3.

The expressions

for local values of temperature and average molar ,weight are similar.
A computational scheme can noo be formulated which permits evaluation of gas temperature, mixture velocity, distance along the cormbustor
axis, and reaction completeness for a "plug" of reacting mixture, all
as functions of time elapsed from the instant this plug leaves station
2.

The distance traveled by the plug at the point iihere a specified

reaction completeness is reached can be interpreted as the required
combustor length.

The computational nethod evolves as a 'rectangular

------

-

-
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rule" numerical integration through time; it has the following general
pattern:
(1)

At time zero, conditions (gas velocity and temperature) are
as calculated for 'he ignition section. The particle is at
its initial diameter; distance traveled and fraction of Al
consumed are zero.

(2)

Equation 7 is used to calculate a value of B, the transfer
number.

(3)

Equation 9 is used to find a value for
constant.

(4)

A modification of Equation 5 is used to calculate a new value
for particle diameter in terms of a time increment dt. The
expression is:

d= (do 2

-

r,

the burning-rate

d)2

(5)

Eqtuation 10 is used to determine the fraction of Al consumed.

(6)

Three equations of the form of Equation 11 are used to update
the values of gas temperature, average gas molar w'eight, and
ambient oxygen mass fraction.

(7)

Equations 3 and 4 are used to update the values of gas density
and velocity.

(8)

The distance traveled during the current time increment is
found by multiplying the tire increment by the new velocity.

(9)

Elapsed time is increased by another increment dt and steps
2 through 9 are repeated. This process continues until F
(step 5) reaches a predetermined cutoff point. Distance c
traveled is continuously surmed up so that total combustor
length is available.

This numerical scheme has been incorporated, along with the ignitionsection analysis discussed earlier, into a computer program termed
BURNIT i:ritten in FORTRAN IV; the program should be usable on any computing system canable of handling that language.

The program requires

as input specified values for the following parameters:

Initial particle

--
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diameter, syster.m pressure, initiaI fuel temperature, the time increment
for integration, the air and fuel mass flow rates, the cross-sectional
area of the combustor, and the values (determined from equilibrium calculations) of average gas molecular iieight, mixture temperature, and
ambient riole fraction of oxidizer for the fuels of interest (converted,
within the program, to a maý.s fraction) at stations 2 and 3.

Output

from the program includes the calculated particle surface temperature;
the elapsed time and distance traveled by a "plug" of mixture and the
gas velocity and temperature, all tithin the ignition section; and the
distance traveled, velocity, tenperatute, fraction of aluminum consumed,
and the diameter of any particle for a mixture plug in the combustion
section, all as functions of incremented tirnle.
Program BUR1IT has been used to perform a sample analysis on a
cylindrical comhustor of 4 in. inside diameter.
specified as 10 atnospheres.

Chamber pressure was

The fuel ,ias considered to be 10-mnicron

aluminum particles suspended in decalin, vith five different Al/decalin
w-eight ratios studied:

30/70, 40/60, 50/50, 60/40, and 70/30.

For

each of these five fuels, three different fuel-air ratios were studied,
corresponding to equivalence ratios (actual f/a ratio divided by stoichiometric f/a ratio) of 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.

Initial fu-I temperature was

considered to be 300 K, with inlet air temperature adjusted to provide
an ignition-section mixture equilibrium temperature of 2300 K. Particle
ignition temperature was specified to be 2250 K, thus insuring predicted
innition.

An air mass flou rate of 1500 Orams/sec was used, with fuel

mass flowj rates being varied to give the desired fuel-air ratios.

The

requircd reaction completeness (fraction of aluminum consumed) w.as 95

L<
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per cent.

It iias found that a tine increment of .00001 or .00002 sec.

i.as small enough to insure sufficient accuracy with the "rectangular rule"
intenration, but large enough to hold down the number of intermediatepoint calculations to around 50.
Results from the 15 sample :ases are presente- in Table B.l.

The

equivalent flight Mach numbers presented are the flight 'lach numbers
t'hich ,jould he necessary to nyoduce by inlet stagnation the indicated
air temperature required for ignition (corresponding to an ignition section equilibrium temperature of 2300 K).

These flach numbers are based

on a flight altitude of 20,000 ft. and a standard atmosphere (T = 250 K);
they are included as an indicator of iihether auxiliary heat addition should
be necessary for ignition of a given fuel at a specified flight speed.
I.B.2.4.

Results and Conclusions

Because of the approximations involved in the formulation of the
model, particularly in the assumption of perfect mixing, it oust be
conceded that the model represents a virtually optimum system for efficient combustion and that performance figures which it predicts would
probably not be realizable in an actual combustor.
by Brzustowski (Ref.

It has been proposed

5) that aluminum .ill not burn in a diffusion flame

in an atmosphere containing too low an oxidizer mole fraction; a lower
limit of around 0.1 ,-as suggested.

Since most of the equilibrium cal-

culations performed during analysis of the 15 sample cases revealed
oxygen (02 is considered the only oxidizer) mole fractions at station
2 of 0.08 or less, it is possible that a real system operating under
the studied conditions would involve some aluminum combustion mechanism
other than a diffusion flame.

The most likely alternative is a surface

14
TABLE B.1
Analytical Results for Sample Cases

Equivalence
Ratio

Requi red
Air Inlet
Te"P.
(K)

Equivalent
FliqIht
-ach ;!o.

axinun
temp.
(K)

Requi red
Combustor
Length
(cm)

30/70

0.7

1175

4.30

2613

16.98

30/70

0.8

980

3.80

2640

21.31

30/70

0.9

755

3.17

2627

32.60

40/60

0.7

1280

4.55

2726

16.38

40/60

0.8

11001

4.10

2758

19.69

40/60

0.9

910

3.62

2776

23.33

50/50

0.7

1385

4.78

2858

16.02

50/50

0.8

1225

4.41

2885

18.56

50/50

0.9

r1063

4.04

2913

22.27

60/40

0.7

1518

5.00

3029

15.90

60/40

0.8

1410

4.80

3078

17.81

60/40

0.9

1230

4.42

3102

20.48

70/30

0.7

1750

5.50

3209

15.25

70/30

0.8

1636

5.25

3258

16.57

70/30

0.9

1524

5.05

3309

18.12

Al umi numPecalin
!!eight
Ratio

Required air inlet temperature refers to an ignition section equilibrium temperature of 2300 K. Equivalent fliqht Ilach number is the 1lach
number required to reach this temperature by stagnation for standard air
at 20,000 ft. (250 K).

Haxinun tenperature is based on 95 per cent

reaction of aluminum.

. •

i•

•-
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reaction, in which case the particles would burn according to a "di law',
"
and the burning times would increase considerably.

It is also possible

that there is some lo,,er limit of ambient oxygen mole fracticn (other
than zero) below, ,hich aluminum will not burn at all; obviously, were
this limit reached as available oxidizer las deplete( during metal combustion, combustor performance might be seriously affected.
Althounh the model r.nay thus be quantitatively inaccurate, it can
probably be used for the prediction of general trends in the effects
of various system parameters upon performance.

Based on the results

presented in Table G.1, the following observations can be made:
(1)

Increasing the percentage of aluminum in the fuel increases
the performance as indicated by the peak temperature.

(2)

Increasing the percentage of aluminum in the fuel decreases
the required total combustor lennth.

(3)

Increasing the equivalence ratio (when operating in the fuellean region) increases performance.

(4)

Increasing the equivalence ratio decreases the inlet air temperature required for aluminum ignition.

In general, it appears that there are trade-offs involved in the
design of slurried-fuel ramjet combustion systems.

[lost noteworthy

among these is the relation bet-teen performance and ease of ignition;
increasing the aluminum loading in the fuel to increase performance
complicates the ignition proble.i.

This can be nartially offset by oper-

ating at higher equivalence ratios (closer to stoichiometric in the
fuel-lean region), but an increase in required combustor length results.
One possible solution to the iginition problem would involve the use
of staged combustion.
.

iiixing. the fuel initially ,lith stoichiometric
A

1I
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amount of air for reaction of the hydrocarbon constituent w:ould maximize
the initial reaction temperature, Permitting mininun required air inlet
teriperature or auxiliary heat addition for iqnition of the inletal.

Sec-

ondary air could then be added for reaction of the metal.
It should also be poinr'Ld oL. that the prelinirary combustion model
neglects any heat transfer from the flamc zone or recirculated combustion
products.

Such heat transfer effects could alter the previous conclusions.
I.B.2.5
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I.D.

Gasdynamic !1odel of Sudden Dump Combustor
Contributed by Dr. S. 11. 0. Hurthy

I.D.l.

Introduction

It is proposed that the sudden dump combustor performance

--

fluid

mechanics and combustion -- may bei studied using a riodel to be referred
to here as an "aerodynamic flame-holder model" or "aerodynamic flamestabilizer model".
Essentially, it consists in dividing the fuel-air mixture into
tw.o jets within the combustor so that one of the jets, moving initially
opposite to the direction of the floa., may after turning around and
after some recirculation, interact with the other (forv;ard facing jet)
and produce a stable flame.
Some preliminary thoughts on the development of such a model are
presetnted here.
T.D.2.

Flow Pattern in the Combustor

Consider four intersecting jets, as shotn in Fig. I.D.l., emanating
symmetrically from around the circumference of the combustor in a given
radial plane.

Let the four jets have equal diameter d.

On intersection,

they may be expected to yield t-'o jets located at the axis, one forwiard
facing (say, diameter df) and another backward facing (say, diameter
db).

Assuming incompressible flo,, it follows that
dfcos $ =

d)

4d

.here B is the angle of inclination of each of the four intersecting
jets to the axis in a meridional plane.

It follolis then that df and

db ran be adjusted by a choice of a for given d.
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Consider now the backward facing jet of dia db.

If the back wall

of the chamber, located at say x = -Lh, has a shape Yb = f(x), i . is
possible to determine the spread of the jet db on its impacting the wall.
In a final step, it is possible to determine the following:
(a) the multiple recirculation cells and the wall flou. resulting
from the impacting and turning of the backward facing jet;
(b)

the snread of the forward facinq jet of dia df and

(c)

the mixing characteristics of the wiall flow from the rear
and the forvlard facing jet.

Assuming non-reacting flows under isothermal conditions, the foregoing three calculations can be conducted under various approximations
pertaining to viscosity effects at boundaries (jet and wall) and the
existence or otherwise of turbulence in the jets and in the recirculation zone.
Several characteristic lengths and times in relation to the jet
spreading, mixing and reciyculation zones can be examined with reference to D, the diameter of the combustor, d, a, Lf, the velocity of the
intersecting jets and some physical properties of the medium.
i.D.2.1.

Tae first refinement in this cold flow analysis

should deal with the formation of the stagnation zoe at the axis in
the region of intersection of the four incoming jets.

The shape, loca-

tion and possibly structure of the stagnation zone should be determined
for chosen d and Vi, the velocity of the incoming jets.
!Ile then have the four intersecting jets and the stagnation zone
as a practically fixed fluid mass, assuming a strong enough momentum
flux in the incoming jets.

The flow coming from the rear wal'l and
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later along the chamber wall w:ill interact with the four jets of incoming fluid while going round thern.

In cold flow conditions, some

mass and momentum exchanges may occur in a mixing zone around the incoming jets.
I.D.2.2

In performing aqiy analysis of suf.icient refinement,

it is necessary to depend here on experimental results.

The necessary

experimental studies may be divided into three parts:
(a)

optical observations of flows;

(h)

wall measurements and

(c)

probe measurements, t.;ith probes embedded in the flow. For
example, the four incoming jets may be replaced by four probes
connected to a stagnation chamber at the centre with two jets
going out axially, one forw.ard and one backw.ard. Then, one
can make measurements with probes suitably placed on the walls
of the tubes and the stagnation chamber.

The data obtained from such experiments writh d, Vi,

Lb and Yb(x)

as variables will assist us in obtaining further details to be incorporated in the theoretical models.

The correlation of the data must

be based upon an appropriate combiration of jet dimensions, mean velocity fluctuations, average dimension of turbulent eddies and the local
viscosity, as well as residence times in the different zones.
I.D.3.

Combustion Hodel (Pre-mixed Gases)

The model is based upon three sub-models as follows:
(a)

the qpread of flames in ducts wihen a pressure gradient is
nresnt along the flow because of flow cross-sectional area
changes.

(b)

the mass exchange between the recirculation zone and wall
flov.

L
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(c)

the heat transfer and ignition processes in the recirculation
zone.

(d)

the entrainment of wall flow in the forward facing jet df.

Thus, for a given mixture ratio of a chosen combustible mixture,
it is in principle possible to obtain similarity rules governing the
behavior of a stable flame.

The ambiguities in the calculation -.ill

pertain to (i) the profile of the state properties across the duct in
different axial positions, (ii)

the hypothesis for determining jet

spread, mixing and flame layer dynamics and (iii) the influence of internal instabilities in the different zones on the overall flow configurati on.
1.0.3.1.

It is clear that the theoretical model can again

be improved with data from experimental combustors.

There will of

course be questions regarding the suitability of imbeddable probes
both from the point of view. of the probes and from the point of view
of the disturbance they may introduce into the flow.
I.D.4.

Combustion ',1odel (Actual Pro ellants)

The multi-phase character of the incoming propellant stream and
the influence of internal instabilities associated with such a multiphase character are the tw.o new features [here compared to Section I.D.3.

Phase II.

Design of Combustors

II.A.

Development of Fuel Injectors - no activity.

II.B.

Design and Development of Combustors
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II.B.l

A comhustor similar to that shown in Fig. II.B.1.

but t.with an air inlet angle of 450 iwith the combustor axis wias designed
and fabricated.
That combustor has been installed in the test facility.

Experi-

mental results obtained with the 450 air inlet cont-istor will be compared with those obtained with the 90' combustor.
II.C.

Plexiqlass Flw: Visualization HIodel

II.C.l.

In the development of the analytical model of the

sudden dump combustor an understanding of the gas dynamic flow patterns
is of importance.

As an aid in obtaining such an understanding, a flo,.;

visualization model w.as desinerl and fahricated.

Cold air is supplied

to the flow model from the air supply employed in combustion experiments.
The initial plexiglass model, shown in Fiq. II.C.l. has the same dimensions
as those of the 90' combustor shown in Fig. II.B.l.

Additional plexiglass

models wsill be fabricated as the development of the analytic model progresses and the need for experimental verification ard evaluation of
pertinent parameters becomes evident.

Phase III.
III.A.

Expeririental Evaluation of Combustors
Experimental Evaluation of Combustors Employing Thrust
Stand I leasurerents

III.A.1.l.

Introduction

A series of experimental combustion firings were conducted employing the sudden dump combustor having 90 0 air inlet angles (shown
in Fig. II.B.I.) installed on the thrust stand (shown in Fig. III.A.l.)
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of the Combustion Research Laboratory.

The details of those experi-

ments and the results obtained ,,ill be discussed in subsequent sections
of this report.
III.A.1.2.

Experimental Facility

The experimental combustor, air heater and transition section were
mounted on a thrust stand as sho.:n in Fig. III.A.l.

Inlet air was supplied

to the air heater through flexible lines arranged so as to contribute
no axial force to the thrust stand.
the air heater.

Aviation fuel JP-4 was employed in

The static termperature and the static pressure of the

preheated air could be controlled to desired values which were representative of altitude and ilach number conditions.
A series of convergent graphite nozzles ttere employed for all of the
experimental firings reported herein.
Ignition was obtained by the flame of an electrically ignited methaneoxygen torch injected two inches downstream of the air inlets of the combus tor.
The hydrocarbon fuels were injected through Spraying Systems Co.
Vee Jet Nlozzles numbers 1/8 k.'V11002 and 1/8 "V9506.
The aluminurn-decalin slurry fuel was injected through circular
orifices approximately 0.16 in. in diameter.
A sharp edged orifice (i.ith flange taps) utas placed in the air
supply line.

A turbine type flowt meter w.?as employed to evaluate the

hydrocarbon fuel flow rates.

The static temperature at the exit plane

of the air heater was measured using a chromel/alumel thermocouple
probe.

The static pressure at the same location was measured by

z'5
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a pressure transducer.

The static nressure just upstream of t;ie con-

verpin9 exhaust nozzle -as likewise r.easured by a pressure transducer.
The slurry fuel -ias supplied via the tlater pressurized piston tank
arrangement depicted as tie vertical cylinder adjacent to the combustor
sho,:n in Fiq. III.A.l.

The slurry fuel flovw rate uas calculated from

t-oth rleasurerients of niston tank volum.e and tirme; and a turbine type
floi, rinter placed in the ,.ater feed line of the piston tank.
A force cell -,as employed to evaluate the static thrust of the

combustor.
III.!\.l.3.

Exnerinental Procedure

All exnerirnents tier( conducted by first establishinq the desired
air inlet tenperature (approximrately 1260 R) and the approxiriate static
nressure desired unstream of the exhaust nozzle.
activated and fuel flay initiated.

The igjnitor ,,as then

As soon as steady state corbustion

,was established the ignitor was turne4 off.

In the case of the slurry

fuel experinents, tie iqnitor i:as activated durinq the conplete experiment.
The initiation of combustion resulted in a rise in the static pressure of the combustor.

For examnle, for a precombustion pressure. of

approximately 60 psia, the static pressure in the combustor With combustion ,!otild!he

105 nsia.

The air inlet temnerature and air flo,! rate w.ere approxiriately
4

unaffected p.,b!the initiation of conhustion since a hackpressure plate
with restricted floW passanes is installed bettween the air preheater
and cor.ibustor air inlet tubes.

L
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The initial fuel floý! rate ,las esta',lishec. to provicId- an equivalence
ratio of approxir~atel., one.

The fuel flol, rate w.as then c'angeO to cover

a range of equivalence ratios both above and below,, one.

1!hen the fuel

flT, rate resulted in either unstable cortbustion or no continuous combustion after iqnition for a qiven air flo:! rate, the series of experirents w.as teerninated.

Thus the exnerirental results renorted in Section

III.A.l.6. are liunited to those exneriments during ',hich stable cotbustion tas estab0lished.
The duration of the steady, state combustion portion of the experinents • as approxirnately to seconds.
The fuels eriployed 'iere:
1. JP-4
2.

JP-5

3.

Decalin

4.

70% Thtralin and 30% t)ecalin

5.

70,%Aluminum and 3W0,lecalin

Fuels no. 4 and no. 5 'iere provided by the Naval '!eapons Center,
China Lake.

The required thermocLvnamic nroperties for those fuels ,.yere

nrovided byHr. G. 1'. Burdette, Fuel Pepartment, Propulsion Division of
the ;!aval '!eapons Center.
III.,.l.4.

Data Reduction

The corbustion efficiencies based unon thrust obtained iuith the
various fuels erlnlqoed ,'ith the 900 air inlet sudden dunn combustor w.ere
calculated using equation A.1.4.1 hased upon air specific impulse parameters.

i.
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Sa
a aa

a

'here

S-S-4.
aa

Sa = Air snecific innulse

Fs+ n/\A

a

6Os
a

i~la

Fs = neasured thrust, lb.
Po = ambient static pressure, psia

As = nozzle throat area, sq. in.
Ia = measured mass flo,, rate of air, lb/sec

te

+ A*

c

= ideal air specific impulse
Sa.1

s

po) + p A*
s
*e P 0
-

r.t = total mass flo,, rate = rif + m
= mass

flo.' rate of fuel, lb/sec

ma = mass flott rate of air, lb/sec
Ve

theoretical exit velocity of combustion products
"based on ;ASA computer program

Pe = static pressure at nozzle exit plane

S = air specific inpulse (no fuel) at air static inlet
aa
tei;inerature
*

ea

a

ea

: thenretical velocity of air at exit plane of nozzle

based on static tennerature at air heater outlet

Pea= static nressure of air at nozzle exit
e

KI
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The !Hach number in thi. combustor based upon the specific heat ratio,
molecular ieiqht and static tenperature of the combustion products as
obtained utith the i'ASA Comnuter program was computed as a pertinent parameter.
In general, the Ilach number in the combustor ,.as approximately 0.14
or 0.25 obtained wiith exhaust nozzles having throat diameters of 1.79
in. and 2.50 in. respectively.
III.A.l.5.

Presentation of Experimental Results

The combustion efficiency as deternined enploying equation A.l.4.1.
is plotted as a function of the equivalence ratio
(mf/ma) measured
(Y;fm) stoichiometri c
for the various fuels in Figs. III.A.2-6.

Each Figure w.,ill be discussed

separately in the follokiing; section.
III.A.l.6.

Discussion of Results

III.A.l.6.l.

JP-4

In order to obtain a basis for comparing the results obtained with
decalin and decalin mixtures, it was decided to determine the combustion
efficiencies of the 90' air inlet combustor employing the conventional
hydrocarbon fuels, JP-4 and JP-5.
presented in Fig. III.A.2.

The results obtained with JP-4 are

All of the experiments with JP-4 wiere con-

ducted at a combustor 2Iach number of approxinately 0.13.

IJith the excep-

tion of the lo. pressure experiments (81-84 psia), combustion efficiencies
of approximately 90% were obtained.
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Stable combustion was obtained over an equivalence ratio from 0.7 to
2.1.
III.A.l.G.2.

JP-5

Results for combustion chamber dach numbers of O.136 and 0.269
obtained ilith JP-5 fuel are presented in Fig. III./\.3.

From Fig. III.A.3.

it appears that the efficiency for JP-5 is more pressure dependent than
for JP-4.

In general it may be concluded that the combustion efficiency

obtained with JP-5 is anproxinately 89% for ,iach numbers of 0.136 and
85% for Hlach numbers of 0.269 (neglecting the data obtained at a combustor pressure of 100-101 psia).

Those data appear to be in error.

Stable combustion wias obtained over a range of equivalence ratios
from 0.85 to anproximately 2 wihich is not as broad as that obtained wlith
JP-4 fuel.
III.A.l.6.3

Decalin

The combustion efficiencies obtained with decalin as presented
in Fig. III.A.4. sho, more scatter than those for either JP-4 or JP-5.
The efficiencies obtained at the low? iHach number appear to he more pressure sensitive than those for either JP-4 or JP-5.

On the other hand,

high efficiencies 95% iiere obtained at both 0.13 and 0.26 Hach numbers.
In any case it may be concluded that the combustion efficiencies
obtained i:ith decalin on the average are higher than those obtained with
JP-4 and JP-5 fuels.
Stable combustion was obtained over a ranqe of equivalence ratios
from 0.9 to 2.0.

f
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III.:.I.G.4.

70% Tetralin, 3M,.1 '"ecalit,

The combustion efficiencies for the 70%, tetralin, 30% decalin fuel
nixture are presented in Fig. III.A.5.

Those data indicate that the

combustion efficiency obtained 1:ith the blend is rnore sensitive to combustion chamber Ilach number than was observed with either the JP-4 and
JP-5 fuels or pure decalin.

The data obtained at a combustion pressure

of 166 psia nay be in error since they are la,ter than the values obtained
at lower combustion pressures, and with all other fuels the higher pressures produced the higher efficiencies.
Stable combustion i-!as obtained over a ranne of equivalence ratios
from 0.9 to 1.65, a more limited range than for the other fuels.
III.A.l.6.5.

70% Aluminum, 30% Decalin

Only preliminary data are presented for the aluminum-dec'lin slurry
fuel in Fig. III.A.6.
the slurry fuel.

Tire did not permit more extensive evaluation of

From the data presented for a combustor ilach number

of 0.25 it can be seen that combustion efficiency decreases markedly as
the equivalence ratio is increased above 1. The coribustion efficiency
of approxiriately 88% v.as obtained for equivalence ratios from 0.7 to
1.0.

The combustion efficiency does not appear to be independent of

combustion pressure.

Additional experinents should be conducted to

verify this conclusion.
Only one fuel injection orifice configuration was employed.

Addi-

tional experiments should be conducted to determine an optimum slurry
fuel injection system.
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III.A.1.7.

Conclusions Oased Upon Exnerinental Results

The follot.!ing conclusions are presented.
III.A.l.7.1.

The 90' air inlet angle sudden dump combus-

tor gives cormbustion efficiencies of 80 to 95,3 uhen using a Wide variety
of fuels.
III.A.l.7.2.

The corbustior efficiencies ohtained with

decalin are on the averane higher than those obtained with JP-4 or JP-5
fuels.
III.A.l.7.3.

The cor.bustion efficiencies obtained with a

70") tetralin-30% decalin blend fuel are loifer than those obtained w.ith
pure decalin.
III.A.I.7.4.

Based upon preliminary results only the com-

bustion efficiencies obtained w.ith the aluminum-decalin slurry was loiter
than those obtained 1.with the hydrocarbon fuels.

This may he a function

of the slurry fuel injection system.
III.A.l.8.

Recommendations for Additional Experiments

It is recommended that additional experiments be conducted to evaluate the influence upon combustion efficiency of the folloing parameters:
Employing the 900 air inlet angle conbustor:
III.A.l.8.1.

Determine the effect of air inlet temperature

over the range from 1000 R to 1500 R at combustion pressures from 40 psia
to 120 psia.
III.A.l.8.2.

Determine the effect of combustor length upon

combustion efficiency and thereby establish the minimum combustor length
for each fuel.

IwI
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III.A.I.8.3.

Determine the effect of combustor iHach number

upon combustion efficiency over a range of i;ach numbers from 0.13 to
0.50 for each fuel.
III.A.l.8.4.

Determine the effect of the volume bettieen the

coFibustor dome and the air inlet upnn combustion efficiency and combustion stability.
Employing the 450 air inlet anqle combustor:
III.A.l.8.5.

Repeat itens A.1.8.1. through A.1.8.4.

Data

from all experiments •till be employed in the develonment of the analytical model for the sudden dump ramjet combustor.
III.A.l.8.6.

Develop a slurry fuel injection system to pro-

vide improved dispersion of the slurry fuel.

